
 

 

All Dressed Up 
Made by Joanne Cantrell, Independent Stampin’ Up Demonstrator  

Inspired by JaneCS 
All images © 1990-2016 Stampin’ Up!® 

 

 

 

 

Supplies: 

 Stamp Sets: Love & Affection (141545) 

 Paper: Affectionately Yours Specialty Designer Series Paper (141632),  Affectionately Yours Cardstock 
Pack (141633*), Crumb Cake Cardstock (120953) 

 Inks: Night of Navy Classic Stampin’ Pad (126970),  Mint Macaron Classic Stampin’ Pad (138326) or 
Watermelon Wonder Classic Stampin’ Pad (138323)  

 Embellishments: Mint Macaron 1” Dotted Lace Trim  (RETIRING 138424), Watermelon Wonder 1” 
Dotted Lace Trim (RETIRING 138425) or Watermelon Wonder 1” Stitch Satin Ribbon (RETIRING 140580 
OC), Love Blossoms Embellishment Kit (RETIRING 140551 OC) 

 Adhesives: Dimensionals (104430), SNAIL Adhesive (104332), Glue Dots (103683), Fine-Tip Glue Pen 
(138309), 2-Way Glue Pen (100425) 

 * Affectionately Yours Cardstock Pack includes Mint Macaron Cardstock (138337), Night of Navy 
Cardstock (100867), and Watermelon Wonder Cardstock (138334),  

 

 Measurements:   [I tried my best on the metric conversion – I’ve not done that for over 30 years!]  

 Night of Navy:  5-½” x 4-¼” card base  [14cm x 10.8 cm – an A2, I think] 

 Crumb Cake: 5-¼” x 4” (cut 2)  [13.4cm x 10.2cm] 

 Mint Macaron:  5” x 3-¾” [12.7cm x 9.5cm] 

 DSP:  6” x 6” [15cm x 15cm] 

 



 

Instructions:  

1. Prepare card base and cut all layers. 

2. Use the flower and leaves from the stamp set and 
Mint Macaron ink to randomly stamp a 
monochromatic background. 

3. In the upper right hand area of the Mint Macaron 
layer, use Night of Navy ink to stamp the 
sentiment. 

4. Adhere Mint Macaron layer to Crumb Cake Layer using SNAIL adhesive.  Attach layers to card base 
using Dimesnionals. 

5. Use Night of Navy ink to stamp Flower and leaves image onto Crumb Cake interior layer.  I stamped 
twice – in diagonal corners.  Adhere this layer to card interior using SNAIL. 

6. Use craft scissors or snips to cut out the dress bottom pattern template.  Place template on DSP – lay 
diagonally for best fit.  Be sure to leave enough room to also cut the top of dress from same piece of 
paper.  Once dress is cut out, with template still on top, score the pleats. I found this easiest using he 
scoring tool, piercing pad, and a ruler.  Use your bone folder to crisply fold the pleat – watching for 
which will be valleys and which will be mountain folds (down or up…) 

7. Cut a length of Dotted Lace Trim.  Cut trim into two pieces along the second row of dots from the 
straight edge.  This will create a smaller piece and a wider piece. 

8. Flatten out dress.  Run a line of Fast Fuse on the back of dress along the bottom.  Adhere the wider 
piece of Dotted Lace to the dress.  Be sure to make sure it hangs off the bottom – but is still securely 
adhered.  (SNAIL will work, but a glue dot or two may be needed to help hold it.) Gently fold dress back 
into shape. 

9. Cut out preferred top pattern template.  Place template on DSP and cut out.  Adhere top to back of 
dress using glue dots or Fast Fuse. 

10. Use the smaller of trim to tie a bow around the seam of the dress where the top meets the bottom.  
Do not tie it too tight or it will move higher than you want it.  If necessary, use glue dots to keep in 
place.  

11. Cut 13 pearl length from Love Blossom Pearl Trim.  Use glue dots or Fine-Tip Glue Pen to attach to neck 
line of dress.  I just placed a glue dot on each end so it would hang a little. 

12. Adhere dress to card using Dimensionals – careful not to cover sentiment .  I placed two along each 
side and center section of dress bottom then one at seam and half on each shoulder.  I also placed one 
side down – then squished it a little to fit the other side on it. 

13. Now sit back and enjoy your beautiful creation!!! 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


